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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A Phase I Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) study as required in terms of Section 38 of
the National Heritage Resources Act (Act 25 of 1999) was done for the proposed new
South Shaft 3 Project Area on the farm Winterveld 293KT in the Steelpoort Valley in the
Limpopo and Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa.

The Phase I HIA study for the South Shaft 3 Project Area revealed the following types and
ranges of heritage resources as outlined in Section 3 of the National Heritage Resources
Act (No 25 of 1999) (see Box 1) inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area, namely:
•

Scattered homesteads and small villages which date from the recent past. These
sites and features occur inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as across a
large area outside this Project Area. A number of homesteads within the confines of
Village 01 (V01) will be affected and destroyed by the new mining development
project.

•

A number of single graves and small graveyards which are either located in the
South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as outside this Project Area. Graveyard 01
(GY01) occurs on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

•

Scatters of stone tools from various periods of the Stone Age in dongas which
occur inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area. A part (the tip) of a donga
with stone tools will be affected and destroyed by the new mining development
project.

All the heritage resources inside and some of the heritage resources outside the South
Shaft 3 Project Area have been geo-referenced and mapped (Figures 2, 4 & 7; Tables 1-3).

The heritage resources in the South Shaft 3 Project Area may be affected by the
proposed new mining development project. The levels of significance of these heritage
resources and the magnitude of the impact of the development on these heritage
resources therefore have to be determined.
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Mitigation measures for those heritage resources that may be affected by the mining
development also have to be determined.

The levels of significance of the heritage resources that will be affected by the proposed
new development are the following:
•

A few homesteads within the confines of V01 will be affected and destroyed by the
proposed new mining development project. The homesteads and villages date from
the recent past, probably from the last sixty years or a few decades longer. As such,
some of these remains qualify as historical significant remains as they are sixty
years or older. Section 34 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999)
protects all remains which are older than sixty years.

•

All the graves and graveyards inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area
can be considered to be of high significance as all graves are protected by various
laws. Legislation with regard to graves includes the National Heritage Resources
Act (No 25 of 1999) whenever graves are older than sixty years. The act also
distinguishes various categories of graves and burial grounds. Other legislation
with regard to graves includes those which apply when graves are exhumed and
relocated, namely the Ordinance on Exhumations (No 12 of 1980) and the Human
Tissues Act (No 65 of 1983 as amended).

•

A part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and destroyed by the new mining
development project. This part of the donga contains stone tools which are
protected by Section 35 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999).

The following mitigation measures have to be applied to the heritage resources that will be
affected by the proposed new mining activities, namely:
•

The few homesteads in V01 which are located in the South Shaft 3 Project Area
may not be affected (altered, removed or demolished) by any development
project prior to a permit being issued by the Provincial Heritage Resources
Authority authorising such an impact on these remains. This impact, although
authorised, can also only occur after the homesteads have been subjected to a
Phase II archaeological investigation. A Phase II archaeological investigation
implies that the homesteads be subjected to an investigation which provides for
the documenting of this part of V01. This investigation would entail the mapping
of the homesteads within the boundaries of the village. The results of this Phase
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II investigation must be published in a report which will be kept in the Provincial
Heritage Resources Authority’s data bank.
•

GY01 may be accidentally affected (damaged or destroyed) by the proposed new
mining activities. It is recommended that this graveyard be mitigated by following
one of the following procedures: Firstly, the graveyard can be demarcated with a
brick wall or with a fence. Conserving the graveyard in situ creates the risk and
responsibility that it may be damaged (accidentally) and that the mine remains
responsible for its future unaffected existence, maintenance and that controlled
access must exist for any relatives or friends who wish to visit the deceased.
Secondly, the graveyard can be exhumed and relocated. The exhumation of
human remains and the relocation of graveyards are regulated by various laws,
regulations and administrative procedures. This task is undertaken by forensic
archaeologists or by reputed undertakers who are acquainted with all the
administrative procedures and relevant legislation that have to be adhered to
whenever human remains are exhumed and relocated. This process also
includes social consultation with a 60 days statutory notice period for graves
older than sixty years. Permission for the exhumation and relocation of human
remains have to be obtained from the descendants of the deceased (if known),
the National Department of Health, the Provincial Department of Health, the
Premier of the Province and the local police.

•

The stone tools which occur in a part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and be
destroyed by the new mining development project. A sample of these stone tools
must be collected and donated to a museum (such as the Lydenburg Museum)
before this part of the donga is demolished by the mining activities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This document contains the report on a Phase I Heritage Impact Assessment
(HIA) study done for the proposed new South Shaft 3 Project for Modikwa
Platinum on the farm Winterveld 293KT in the Steelpoort Valley in the Limpopo
and Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa.

Both the Limpopo and Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa have a rich
heritage comprised of remains dating from the pre-historic and from the historical
(or colonial) periods of South Africa. Pre-historic and historical remains in these
provinces present a record of the heritage of most groups living in South Africa
today. Various types and ranges of heritage resources that qualify as part of
South Africa’s ‘national estate’ (outlined in Section 3 of the National Heritage
Resources Act, Act No 25 of 1999) occur in these two provinces (see Box 1).
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Box 1: Types and ranges of heritage resources (the national estate) as outlined in
Section 3 of the National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (No 25 of 1999).
The National Heritage Resources Act (Act No 25 of 1999, Art 3) outlines the following types and ranges of heritage
resources that qualify as part of the National Estate, namely:
(a)
places, buildings structures and equipment of cultural significance;
(b)
places to which oral traditions are attached or which are associated with living heritage;
(c )
historical settlements and townscapes;
(d)
landscapes and natural features of cultural significance;
(e)
geological sites of scientific or cultural importance;
(f)
archaeological and palaeontological sites;
(g)
graves and burial grounds including(i) ancestral graves;
(ii) royal graves and graves of traditional leaders;
(iii) graves of victims of conflict;(iv) graves of individuals designated by the Minister by notice in the Gazette;
(v) historical graves and cemeteries; and
(vi) other human remains which are not covered by in terms of the Human Tissues Act, 1983 (Act No 65 of
1983);
(h)
sites of significance relating to the history of slavery in South Africa;
(i)
movable objects, including (i)
objects recovered from the soil or waters of South Africa, including archaeological and palaeontological
objects and material, meteorites and rare geological specimens;
(ii) objects to which oral traditions are attached or which are associated with living heritage;
(iii) ethnographic art and objects;
(iv) military objects;
(v) objects of decorative or fine art;
(vi) objects of scientific or technological interest; and
(vii) books, records, documents, photographs, positives and negatives, graphic, film or video material or sound
recordings, excluding those that are public records as defined in section 1(xiv) of the National Archives of South
Africa Act, 1996 (Act No 43 of 1996).
The National Heritage Resources Act (Act No 25 of 1999, Art 3) also distinguishes nine criteria for places and objects
to qualify as ‘part of the national estate if they have cultural significance or other special value …‘. These criteria are
the following:
(a)
its importance in the community, or pattern of South Africa’s history;
(b)
its possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of South Africa’s natural or cultural heritage;
(c)
its potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of South Africa’s natural or cultural
heritage;
(d)
its importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a particular class of South Africa’s natural or
cultural places or objects;
(e)
its importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics valued by a community or cultural group;
(f)
its importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a particular period;
(g)
its strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual
reasons; (h)
(h)
its strong or special association with the life or work of a person, group or organisation of importance in the
history of South Africa;
(i)
sites of significance relating to the history of slavery in South Africa
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2

AIMS OF THIS REPORT

Modikwa Platinum intends to establish a new shaft to mine platinum on the farm
Winterveld 293KT in the Steelpoort Valley in the Limpopo and Mpumalanga
Provinces of South Africa. The new shaft will require a dirt road to be established
between the existing Modikwa Platinum Mine and the proposed new South Shaft
3 Project Area as well as a pipe line corridor running between Modikwa Platinum
Plant and the new development further to the south on the farm Winterveld
293KT.

This new mining project may impact on any of the types and ranges of heritage
as outlined in Section 3 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999)
(see Box 1). Modikwa Platinum therefore commissioned the author to undertake
a Phase I Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) study of the proposed new South
Shaft 3 Project Area. The aims of this HIA study were:
•

to establish whether any of the types and ranges of heritage resources as
outlined in Section 3 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999)
(Box 1) do occur in the proposed new South Shaft 3 Project Area and, if so, to
determine the nature, the extent and the significance of these remains;

•

to determine whether such remains will be affected by the development of the
proposed new South Shaft 3 Project; and if so,

•

to evaluate what appropriate actions could be taken to reduce the impact of
the proposed new South Shaft 3 Project on such heritage resources.
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3

METHODOLOGY

This HIA study was conducted by
•

surveying on foot the proposed new mining areas, as well as surveying,
where appropriate, areas adjoining the mining areas (in other words,
peripheral areas which will not be affected by the extended mining
activities);

•

briefly surveying literature relating to the pre-historical and historical
context of the South Shaft 3 Project Area;

•

interviewing spokespersons to establish the presence or existence of
certain heritage resources such as graveyards or abandoned settlements
and in order to collect indigenous names for landmarks such as hills
(usually with archaeological sites) in the area;

•

consulting maps of the proposed new mining areas;

•

consulting archaeological (heritage) data bases such as the one kept at
the Provincial Heritage Resources Agency; and

•

synthesising all information obtained from the literature survey, maps and
spokespersons with the evidence derived from the fieldwork.

3.1

Fieldwork

The South Shaft 3 Project Area covers a part of the farm Winterveld 293KT in the
Mpumalanga Province. The South Shaft 3 Project Area could not be reconnoitred
with a vehicle as few accessible roads exist due to the rugged nature of the area.
The proposed new mining area therefore was covered on foot.

Although heritage resources in the peripheral areas (outside the mining areas)
will not be affected by the proposed development project, this report does outline
the presence of graveyards and stone walled sites that were observed in this
non-critical area.
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3.2

Databases, literature survey and maps

Databases kept and maintained at institutions such as Provincial Heritage
Resources Agencies and the Archaeological Data Recording Centre at the National
Flagship Institute (Museum Africa) in Pretoria were consulted to determine whether
any heritage resources had been identified during earlier archaeological surveys
near the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

Literature relating to the pre-historical and the historical unfolding of the
Steelpoort was reviewed. This review focused particularly on local historical
groups such as the Pedi who lived in the area

The historical or colonial period is briefly referred to as the towns of Steelpoort
and Burgersfort in the former Transvaal province represent two of the oldest
towns that were established by the colonists (Voortrekkers) north of the Vaal
River.

It is important to contextualise the pre-historical and historical background of the
South Shaft 3 Project Area in order to comprehend the identity and meaning of
heritage sites in and near the South Shaft 3 Project Area and subsequently to
determine the significance of any remains which may be affected by the
development project (see Parts 4 & 9).

In addition, the South Shaft 3 Project Area was also studied by means of the 1:50
000 topographical maps on which the mining and South Shaft 3 Project Areas
appears (2430CA Steelpoort, 1:50 000 topographical map).
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3.3

Spokespersons

Spokespersons living in villages in the South Shaft 3 Project Area are usually
intimately acquainted with the area, particularly if they were born there. Some
spokespersons were therefore consulted with regard to the possible presence of
graveyards and abandoned villages, and the indigenous names for landmarks
such as mountains and hills were noted, as these natural phenomena are usually
associated with pre-historical and historical sites (see Part 10).

3.4

Mapping heritage resources

All the heritage resources found in the South Shaft 3 Project Area and some in
the peripheral areas were geo-referenced using a GPS instrument and they were
thereafter mapped in Arch View. A considerable number of homesteads that
were part of villages occur in and near the South Shaft 3 Project Area. The
majority of these structures were geo-referenced and mapped – even those that
occur some distance from the South Shaft 3 Project Area (Figures 2, 4 & 7;
Tables 1-3).

3.5

Assumptions and limitations

It must be pointed out that heritage resources can be found in the most
unexpected places. It must also be borne in mind that surveys may not detect all
the heritage resources in a given South Shaft 3 Project Area. While some
remains may simply be missed during surveys (observations), others may occur
below the surface of the earth and may only be exposed once development
(such as mining) commences.

3.6

Some remarks on terminology

Terms that may be used in this report are briefly outlined in Box 2.
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Box 2- Terminology relevant to this report
The Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) referred to in the title of this report includes a survey of heritage resources as
outlined in the National Heritage Resources Act , Act 25 of 1999 (see Box 1).
Heritage resources include all human-made phenomena and intangible products that are the result of the human
mind. Natural, technological or industrial features may also be part of heritage resources, as places that have made
an outstanding contribution to the cultures, traditions and lifestyles of the people or groups of people of South Africa.
The term ‘pre-historic’ refers to the time before any historical documents were written or any written language
developed in a particular area or region of the world. The historical period and historical remains refer, for the South
Shaft 3 Project Area, to the first appearance or use of ‘modern’ Western writing brought to Lydenburg, Burgersfort and
the Steelpoort by the first colonists who settled in this area after c. 1839.
th
The term ‘relatively recent past' refers to the 20 century. Remains from this period are not necessarily older than sixty

years and therefore may not qualify as archaeological or historical remains. Some of these remains may, however, be
almost sixty years old and these may qualify as heritage resources in the near future.
It is not always possible, based on observations alone, to distinguish clearly between archaeological remains and
historical remains, or between historical remains and remains from the relatively recent past. Although certain criteria
may help to make this distinction possible, these criteria are not always present, or, when they are present, they are
not always clear enough to interpret with great accuracy. Criteria such as square floor plans (a historical feature) may
serve as a guideline. However, circular and square floors may occur together on the same site.
The term ‘sensitive remains’ is sometimes used to distinguish graves and cemeteries, as well as ideologically
significant features such as holy mountains, initiation sites or other sacred places. Graves in particular are not
necessarily heritage resources if they date from the recent past and do not have headstones that are older than sixty
years. The distinction between ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ graves in most instances also refers to graveyards that were
used by colonists and by indigenous people. This distinction may be important, as different cultural groups may
uphold different traditions and values with regard to their ancestors. These values have to be recognised and
honoured whenever graveyards are exhumed and relocated.
The term ‘Stone Age’ refers to the prehistoric past, although Late Stone Age peoples lived in South Africa well into the
historical period. The Stone Age is divided into an Earlier Stone Age (3 million years to 150 000 thousand years ago)
the Middle Stone Age (150 000 years to 40 000 years ago) and the Late Stone Age (40 000 years to 200 years ago).
The term ‘Iron Age’ refers to the last two millennia and ‘Early Iron Age’ to the first thousand years AD. ‘Late Iron Age'
th
th
refers to the period between the 16 century and the 19 century and can therefore include the historical period.

Mining heritage sites refer to old, abandoned mining activities, underground or on the surface, which may date from
the pre-historic, historical or the relatively recent past.
The term ‘mining area’ (‘critical area’) refers to the area where the developer wants to focus development activities.
The term ‘peripheral area’ refers to the area that will not be affected by the proposed new development activities.
The ‘South Shaft 3 Project Area’ refers to both the mining and peripheral areas.
Phase I studies refer to surveys using various sources of data in order to establish the presence of all possible types
of heritage resources in any given area.
Phase II studies include in-depth cultural heritage studies such as archaeological mapping, excavating and
sometimes laboratory work. Phase II work may include the documenting of rock art, engraving or historical sites
and dwellings; the sampling of archaeological sites or shipwrecks; extended excavations of archaeological sites;
the exhumation of bodies and the relocation of graveyards, etc. Phase II work may require the input of specialists
and requires the cooperation and approval of SAHRA.
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4

THE SOUTH SHAFT 3 PROJECT AREA

4.1

Location

Modikwa Platinum is situated approximately thirty kilometres to the north-west of
Steelpoort in the Steelpoort River Valley. The mine’s proposed new development
will be focused on the farm Winterveld 293 KT where the proposed new South
Shaft 3 will be constructed at the base of a mountain mass located to the east of
the Leole Mountains (Steelpoort 2430CA and Moroke 2430AC 1: 50 000
topographic maps) (Figures 1 & 2).

The Steelpoort Valley’s name is derived from the Steelpoort (Tubatse) River, one of
the main geographical features in this valley. The Steelpoort River is a southern
tributary of the Olifants River. It flows from an altitude higher than 1 800m on the
Highveld near Wonderfontein in the Belfast district northwards and then northeastwards to join the Olifants River before the latter cuts through the Drakensberg
to enter the Lowveld. Other prominent beacons in the wider study area include the
Chromite Hills to the north-east of the study area and the imposing Leolo Mountain
range in the study area. The Leolo Mountain range is known as a beacon in the
origin history of the Pedi.

Formal and informal villages are scattered throughout the Steelpoort Valley. These
communities, some of which are still practising mixed subsistence farming, have
occupied the Steelpoort Valley without interruption for decades and perhaps even
for centuries. This is definitely the case in the village of Tšate, situated to the west
of the Leolo Mountain range outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area, which already
existed in the late 18th century.
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4.2

The South Shaft 3 Project Area

The proposed new South Shaft 3 Project Area covers parts of the farms
Onverwacht 292KT and Winterveld 293KT in the Steelpoort Valley east of the Leolo
Mountains in the Limpopo and Mpumalanga Provinces of South Africa (Figures 1 &
2).

The proposed new South Shaft 3 will be located along the southern tip of a
mountain mass which is part of the Leolo Mountains. Names on this mountain
include Monganeng, Mangaung, Mokaeko and Lekgobo. This mountain mass is
separated from the Leolo Mountains by a valley with a massive donga covering
nearly the total valley floor between the Leolo Mountains in the west and the
mountain mass in the east. The Tubatsane River runs from the north to the south
through this valley and is joined by numerous tributaries running from the two
mountains on opposite sides of the valley. The Tubetsane with its tributaries join
the Steelpoort River further to the south (Figure 2).

The proposed new road and water pipe line corridor will respectively run from
Modikwa Platinum Mine on Onverwacht 292KT in the north across the valley floor
to the east of the Leolo Mountains and across the mountain mass to the South
Shaft 3 on Winterveld 293KT in the south. (These features are not indicated on
Figure 2).

4.3

The developed nature of the South Shaft 3 Project Area

The South Shaft 3 Project Area is not a pristine piece of land any longer as
communities have lived near the South Shaft 3 Project Area for a prolonged
period of time. A prospecting road running up the mountain mass as well as
along the western foot of the mountain mass has been established in the past.
This road runs along parts of villages that were established along the foot of the
mountain mass as well as close to graveyards that are part of these villages.
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The people who occupied the Steelpoort area practised hunting, gathering,
cultivating and stock farming for many centuries. Many of the people who occupy
the area still depend on agriculture and stock farming for a livelihood.
Agricultural plots are still utilized by local communities. In the past, chiefs
allocated pieces of land to the heads of wards that then provided plots to married
men. The sizes of plots were determined by the number of wives a man had, but
each plot was usually 1 to 2 hectares, which is the maximum that a woman could
cultivate using a hoe. The introduction of the plough allowed families to cultivate
larger areas of land, up to about 4, 5 hectares.

Crops included sorghum (mabele) and millet (letsoa), which were later largely
replaced by maize (mahea) as a staple food. Supplementary crops included
pumpkins (marotse), various varieties of gourd (maraka), beans (dinawa) and a
type of groundnut (ditloo). Tobacco and sugarcane were also planted.

Although each person usually possessed his own stock, pasturage was used on
a communal basis. At a fixed time the tribal ruler declared the reaped grain fields
open for use as winter grazing. Grazing cattle in particular disturbs heritage
resources, as deposits on sites are churned underhoof and low stone
foundations are broken and scattered.

The uninterrupted occupation of the South Shaft 3 Project Area over a long time
therefore is contributing to the destruction and disturbance of heritage resources
on an increasing scale.

4.4

In a cultural landscape

Modikwa Platinum is located along the eastern slopes of the Leolo Mountain range
in the northern part of the Steelpoort Valley. This region is the heartland of the pre17

historical and the historical Pedi chiefdom and is associated with a wide range of
heritage resources.

It is therefore necessary that the archaeological and historical significance of this
cultural landscape be described and explained in more detail before the results of
the Phase II HIA study is discussed (see Part 5, ‘Contextualising the South Shaft 3
Project Area’).

Figure 1- The South Shaft 3 Project Area on Winterveld 293KT in the
Mpumalanga Province of South Africa (above) (seen from the village of
Pelaneng, south of the South Shaft 3 Project Area).
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5

CONTEXTUALISING THE SOUTH SHAFT 3 PROJECT AREA

Modikwa Platinum is located in the heartland of the Steelpoort Valley which is
renowned for its rich and diverse range of heritage resources. The following
background information is aimed at contextualising the Modikwa Platinum South
Shaft 3 Project Area particularly with regard to the Late Iron Age and mining
heritage remains which have been studied during this Phase II investigation.

5.1

Pre-historical context

Stone Age sites are scattered in the extensive network of dongas which occur
across the wide valleys floors between the Leolo and other mountain ranges in
the northern part of the Steelpoort Valley. Some sites have been observed by the
author on farms such as Hendriksplaats 281KT, Derde Gelid 278KT, Onverwacht
292KT, Winterveld 293KT, Annex Grootboom 335KT and Apiesboomen 295KT.
These stone tools date from the Early Stone Age (500 000 to 200 000 years
ago), the Middle Stone Age (200 000 to 40 000 years ago) and from the Late
Stone Age (40 000 to 200 years ago).

However, no archaeological survey for Stone Age sites as part of any extensive
or in-depth Stone Age research project has to the knowledge of this author been
done in the Steelpoort area as yet.

5.2

Pre-historical and early historical period

The origins of the first Bantu-Negroid farming communities who practised
agriculture, live-stock herding and metal working can be traced to the Steelpoort
Valley. These Early Iron Age farming communities whose settlements have been
recorded on amongst others Hendriksplaats 281KT and Derde Gelid 278KT were
related to Early Iron Age communities who, contemporaneously, c. AD500 to
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AD900, settled further towards the east in the Lydenburg Valley. One of the
settlements belonging to the Early Iron Age Lydenburg culture won international
acclaim as the Lydenburg clay masks were discovered at this next to the
Sterkspruit, south of Lydenburg.

The historical period in the Steelpoort Valley is associated with the second
millennium AD when a predominantly Northern Sotho-speaking population
occupied the Steelpoort. These people are part of a larger Northern Sothospeaking community who occupy a vast area between the Limpopo River in the
north, the Drakensberg in the east and the Sekhukhune Mountains in the west.
Although they share a common language and certain traditions and customs,
these people have never shown an awareness of a national identity. Numerous
divisions and groups or clans therefore occupy this vast region. The history of the
people of this area can be divided into several periods:

The earliest period of settlement is characterized by small groups of Bantu
people who started to drive the San and Khoi Khoi from the area and who are
difficult to identify. From approximately c. AD1700 ancestral groupings of the
present inhabitants of the land began to arrive in the area. Groups that can be
distinguished include:
•

A large group of Sotho who came from the north-eastern parts of the Lowveld
and who settled on the plateau to the north and to the south of the
Strydpoortberge.

•

Small groups of Kgatla and Huruthshe-Kwena origin moved from the Tswana
area (Brits and Rustenburg) into the territory. Amongst them were the present
Pedi (or Rota) who moved into what is now Sekhukhuneland, where they
subjected the Sotho already living there.

•

During these times Sekhukhuneland was also penetrated by Sotho arriving
from the south-east.
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•

After c. AD1600 the Northern Ndebele arrived from the south-east and settled
in what is now the Mokerong district.

It is assumed that during the period from c. AD1700 to AD1826 the Pedi took
political control over the territory previously known as Lebowa, but to the south of
the Strydpoortberge. The Pedi chiefdom reached its zenith during the reign of
Thulare who died in 1824.

During the disruption of the difaqane (c. 1822 to 1828) Mzilikazi attacked the
Pedi from the south-east in 1826 and in 1827/1828. This caused large-scale
depopulation of the southern part of the Northern Sotho territory. The Pedi
sought refuge in the Soutpansberg in 1822 and only returned in 1828.

After the wars with Mzilikazi there were wars with the Swazi. The Voortrekkers
arrived in the Steelpoort area in the late 1840’s. Several armed struggles
between the Voortrekkers and the Pedi ensued.

5.3

The historical period

After the British annexed the Transvaal (1877 to 1881) the Pedi was subjugated
by the British who were supported by the Swazi during the war of Sekhukhune in
1879 (see more detail below).

In 1842 Andries Hendrik Potgieter wished to move from the British sphere of
influence and to establish trade relations with Delagoa Bay. He moved with his
followers from Potchefstroom to the Eastern Transvaal and founded Andries
Ohrigstad (named after himself and Gergios Gerhardus Ohrig, a merchant from
Amsterdam who was well disposed towards the Voortrekkers). The name was
later abbreviated to Ohrigstad. The town also served as the seat of the
Volksraad.
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During 1848 to 1849 Ohrigstad was abandoned when many people died of
malaria. The town of Lydenburg was founded further to the south near the
confluence of the Sterkspruit and the Spekboom River. This area was located on
higher ground and was therefore healthier than Ohrigstad.

The railway line between Steelpoort and Lydenburg was constructed in 1924 due
to an increase in the mining of chrome and magnetite. The name Steelpoort is
derived from a hunting expedition that took place either in the late 19th century or
the early 20th century. When a group of Voortrekkers from Natal under Frans
Joubert had settled there, a man called Scholtz shot an elephant at dusk and on
returning next morning found that the tusks had been removed. When the
wagons were searched, the tusks were found in the possession of a man called
Botha, after which the farm Bothashoek was named. Because an elephant had
been killed there, the poort was named Olifantspoort. The river flowing through
the poort was called Steelpoort River (‘steel’ meaning steal).

The Pedi were governed by Thulware until his death in 1824. His main village
was Monganeng on the banks of the Tubatse River. His son, Sekwati, fled to the
Soutpansberg in the north during the raids of Mzilikazi in 1822. He returned in
1828 and occupied the mountain fortress Phiring, his capital from where he
united the Pedi.

The Pedi initially maintained good relations with the Voortrekkers who arrived in
Ohrigstad from 1845. However, after a clash with Andries Hendrik Potgieter in
1852 Sekwati moved his capital to Thaba ya Mosego. Border disputes with the
Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (ZAR) were settled in 1857 with an accord that
stated that the Steelpoort River served as the border between Pedi land and the
Lydenburg Republic.

Sekwati gave the Berlin Missionary Society permission to establish the
Maandagshoek missionary station in Pedi territory. After Sekwati’s death in 1861,
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his son Sekhukhune succeeded his father and also established his village at
Thaba Mosego. He ordered the Berlin Missionary Society to discontinue their
work and the mission station was burn down. Alexander Merensky, one of the
missionaries, thereafter established the well-known Botšabelo missionary station
at Middelburg.

The good relationship between the ZAR and the Pedi was gradually weakened.
The period from 1876 to 1879 was one of conflict and war, first with the ZAR and
then with the British who annexed the Transvaal in 1877.

During the First

Sekhukhune War in August 1876, the Voortrekkers attacked Thaba Mosego and
partly destroyed the settlement.

The Second Sekhukhune War followed in November 1879 during which
Sekhukhune was captured in the Mamatamageng cave and sent to prison in
Pretoria. Two divisions attacked the Pedi. The main division, comprised of 3 000
whites and 2 500 black allies, attacked from the north-east. The Lydenburg
division consist of 5 000 to 8 000 Swazi impis, 400 other black allies and 400
white soldiers who attacked from Burgersfort in the south. The Second
Sekhukhune War is associated with the settlements of Thaba Mosego and Tšate,
a new village established by Sekhukhune close to Thaba Mosego.

5.4

Historical beacons near the South Shaft 3 Project Area

Several outstanding significant historical beacons are located in or near the Leolo
Mountain range, in the peripheral area (outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area)
which deserves specific reference, namely:
•

The mountain Thaba Mosego is part of the Leolo Mountain range. It was
here that the British and their allies subjugated the Pedi of Sekhukhune in
1879 during the Battle of Sekhukhune. The Sekhukhune Wars of 1876 and
1879 were both fought near/on this mountain (and in the Leolo Mountain
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range) where the Pedi chiefs Sekwati and Sekhukhune also established
their mountain fortresses.
•

One of the main Pedi villages (mošate) during this war, namely Tšatse, is
also located along the western foot of the Leolo Mountains range.

•

The missionary station known as Maandagshoek (or Ratagou) was
established in the middle of the 19th century on Maandagshoek, to the north
of the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

•

Two mountains in the Leolo Mountain chain are known as ‘Modimolle’. The
name ‘modimolle’ implies that these mountains are sacred places. It is
possible that Pedi chiefs (and possibly their wives as well) were buried
near one or both of these mountains. (These mountains are probably still
sacred places nowadays).

The spirits of deceased chiefs (badimo) are

venerated at these places and sacrifices are made annually at such places.
•

The mountain Monganeng on Winterveld 293KT may be where Thulare one
of the greatest Pedi chiefs of all time lived during the early 19th century. The
remains of his villages may be located near the Tubatse (Steelpoort) River.

•

Names such as ‘Badimo’ and ‘Badimong’ are recorded on a mountain close
to Monganeng. These names refer to forefathers (‘badimo’) and the place of
the forefathers (‘badimong’) and therefore possibly to important settlements
and graveyards that have important significance in the origin history of the
Pedi.

5.5

The early mining period

Modikwa Platinum’s proposed new expansion activities are located on the
eastern limp of the Merensky Reef in the northern part of the Steelpoort Valley.
Today it is known that the Merensky Reef is composed of the crescent-shaped
Bushveld Complex that stretches across the central part of South Africa. This
Reef is known for its wealth of mineral resources, generally referred to as the
platinum-group metals (PGM’s).
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The first discovery of the eastern limb of the Merensky Reef can be traced back to
the early decades of the 20th century when the reef was exposed from the Leolo
Mountain range in the north to where the Steenkampsberg, west of the Dwars River
(Dwars River range), commences as a continuation of the Leolo Mountain range in
the south.

The norite zone in which the Merensky Reef outcrops is a rugged mountainous
terrain, except in the extreme north-western sector. The area is dominated by high,
rough-looking scrub-covered hills and ridges that alternate with flat-bottomed
valleys. Four perennial streams, the Olifants, Tubatse, Dwars and Moopetsi Rivers
traverse the platinum fields with a number of powerful springs in them.

5.6

The discovery of platinum

The first reference to platinum is found in a narrative published in 1748 by Don
Antonio de Ullou y Gracia de la Torre, in which he mentioned that a heavy silvery
metal occurred together with gold in New Granada (now called Columbia). The
metal was described by Sir William Watson, an English physicist, as a semimetal or metalloid in 1750. Experiments showed that platinum-rich grains consist
of a mixture of several metals, namely platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), iridium (Ir),
ruthenium (Ru) and osmium (Os).

The discovery of platinum in South Africa dates back to the late 19th century. In
1892, William Bettel identified osmium-iridium alloy particles in concentrate from
the Witwatersrand gold mines. Bettel and Hall and Humphrey also recorded the
presence of platinum in the chromatite layers of the Bushveld Complex. Wagner
reported the presence of sperrylite in the ore bodies at Vlakfontein near the
Pilanesberg. However, none of these discoveries were considered to be of any
economic significance. The first deposits that were economically viable, called
the Waterberg Platinum, were found by Adolf Erasmus in the Rooiberg fellsites
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between Nylstroom and Potgietersrust. These deposits did not prove to be
significant. Andries Lombaard’s discovery of platinum nuggets in the Moopetsi
River on the farm Maandagshoek in the Steelpoort area in 1924 can be
considered the initial discovery of the Merenky Reef.

The Merensky Reef occurs, geographically, in the westerly and the easterly parts
of the Bushveld Complex. These two limbs of the Complex are confined to the
North-West Province and to the Northern and the Mpumalanga Provinces of
South Africa.

The Merensky Reef has been traced for a total distance strike extent of 283km,
138 kilometres of which is in the eastern limb and 145 kilometres in the western
limb of the Bushveld Complex. Vertical depths of 1 900m have been registered
along the Reef, which also indicates its continuity. The eastern limb of the Reef is
geologically less well known than the eastern limb, because mining activities in
this part of the Reef have been limited.
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6

THE PHASE I HERITAGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

6.1

Types and ranges of heritage resources

The Phase I HIA study for the South Shaft 3 Project Area revealed the following
types and ranges of heritage resources as outlined in Section 3 of the National
Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999) inside and outside the South Shaft 3
Project Area, namely:
•

Scattered homesteads and small villages which date from the recent past.
These sites and features occur inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well
as across a large area outside this Project Area. These homesteads and
villages are associated with informal graveyards.

•

A number of graves and small graveyards which are either located in the
South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as outside this Project Area.

•

Scatters of stone tools from various periods of the Stone Age in dongas
which occur inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

All these heritage resources inside and some of the heritage resources outside the
South Shaft 3 Project Area have been geo-referenced and mapped (Figures 2, 4 &
7; Tables 1-3).
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6.2

Heritage resources in the South Shaft 3 Project Area

Heritage resources which occur in the South Shaft 3 Project Area are the following,
namely:

6.2.1 Scattered homesteads and small villages

Scattered homesteads and small villages which date from the recent past occur
inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as across a large area outside this
Project Area. Some of these homesteads and villages are associated with single
graves and informal graveyards (Figures 2, 4 & 7; Tables 1-3).

(The term ‘village’ refers to a cluster [geographical occurrence] of a varying number
of homesteads, usually more than five, and is not necessarily defining the presence
of a particular social or political group with their rulers and homesteads. The term
‘homestead’ refers to the presence of two to five homesteads occurring together).

These homesteads and villages date from the recent past, probably the last sixty
years or a few decades longer. As such some of these remains may qualify as
historical significant as some of the homesteads (or villages) may be older than
sixty years.

At least two villages were distinguished, namely Village 01 (V01) and Village 02
(V02) of which a number of homesteads were geo-referenced and mapped (Table
1). Two clusters of homesteads some distance from the South Shaft 3 Project Area
were also geo-referenced and mapped (Table 2).

The villages are composed of homesteads which are located next to each other.
These homesteads were established along the foot of the mountain mass where
stone was available to construct the rectangular outer walls of the various
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homesteads. Some homestead had pronounced entrances (some with entrance
posts) fitted into these broad outer walls that demarcate each homestead. A varying
number of square or rectangular clay dwellings, sometimes linked together with
open spaces between the dwellings, were constructed inside the homestead’s
outer walls. Middens occur between some of these homesteads. At least one hole
where clay may have been quarried to build the clay dwellings was observed.

Homesteads located some distance from the mountain mass where stone was not
available for the construction of dwellings were demarcated from each other by
sisal bush. The sisal has proliferated uncontrollably since the villages have been
abandoned, covering the remains of homesteads and possibly graves as well.

Figure 3 – Remains of the outer stone walls of a homestead along the foot
of a mountain mass in the South Shaft 3 Project Area (above).
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NO
ON

HOMESTEADS AND OTHER
FEATURES IN VILLAGES
VILLAGE 01 (V01)

COORDINATES

REMARKS

01

24º 42.741'S 30º 09.784'E

Remains of a homestead

02
03

Square outer wall of homestead with
massive entrance posts
Massive square outer wall of homestead
Massive midden

24º 42.752'S 30º 09.748'E
24º 42.765'S 30º 09.732'E

04
05
06

Large square outer walls of homestead
Square outer walls of a homestead
Remains of several mud dwellings

24º 42.762'S 30º 09.705'E
24º 42.764'S 30º 09.691'E
24º 42.768'S 30º 09.672'E

07

Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
with an entrance
Quarry (hole) from where clay was mined
to construct dwellings

24º 42.776'S 30º 09.668'E

Rectangular outer walls of homestead
Rectangular outer walls of homestead
with remains of clay dwellings inside
VILLAGE 02 (V02)
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
Dilapidated remains of a homestead
Dilapidated remains of a homestead
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
with clay dwellings
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
with clay dwellings
Thick sisal bush which may cover the
remains of homesteads
Homestead whose perimeters have been
edged with sisal
Homestead whose perimeters have been
edged with sisal
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead
Rectangular outer walls of a homestead

24º 42.766'S 30º 09.642'E
24º 42.774'S 30º 09.609'E

Remains of a homestead
Contain remains such as
tin plate, porcelain, etc
Well preserved
Remains of a homestead
Dwellings with square or
rectangular ground plans
linked together
Well preserved
homestead
Clay used for
homesteads and
homestead walls
Well preserved
Well preserved

08

09
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

24º 42.768'S 30º 09.648'E

24º 42.783'S 30º 09.545'E
24º 42.795'S 30º 09.527'E
24º 42.780'S 30º 09.512'E
24º 42.786'S 30º 09.465'E

Well preserved

24º 42.770'S 30º 09.448'E

Well preserved

Well preserved

24º 42.757'S 30º 09.401'E
24º 42.745'S 30º 09.083'E
24º 42.736'S 30º 09.372'E
24º 42.724'S 30º 09.436'E
24º 42.736'S 30º 09.447'E
24º 42.749'S 30º 09.460'E
24º 42.754'S 30º 09.468'E

Well preserved
Well preserved
Well preserved
Well preserved

Table 1- Coordinates for villages, homesteads and features along the foot
of a mountain mass on Winterveld 293KT (above).
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27
28
29
30
31

HOMESTEADS CLOSE TO GRAVE OF
Remains of clay dwellings on a small
plateau overlooking donga and Modimung
and Modimo
HOMESTEADS NEAR SMALL KOPJE
Dilapidated remains of a homestead
Dilapidated remains of a homestead
Very deteriorated remains of a homestead
Very deteriorated remains of a homestead
HOMESTEADS SOUTH
Several homesteads in the donga to the
south of the South Shaft 3 Project Area

MOLIDISHI
24º 41.792'S 30º 08.958'E

MAROGA

ALONG FOOT OF
24º 42.500'S 30º 09.118'E
24º 42.529'S 30º 09.114'E
24º 42.619'S 30º 09.227'E
24º 42.604'S 30º 09.219'E
OF PROJECT
24º 42.912'S 30º 09.990'E

MOUNTAIN

AREA

Table 2- Coordinates for homesteads along the foot of a mountain mass
and in a donga outside the Project Area (above).
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Figures 5 & 6- Villages and homesteads dating from the recent past but
with historical significance inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project
Area on Winterveld 293KT (above and below).
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6.2.2 Graves and graveyards

A number of single graves and informal graveyards occur inside and outside the
South Shaft 3 Project Area. These graves and graveyards were used by the people
who lived in the villages and homesteads occurring inside and outside the South
Shaft 3 Project Area.

(Graveyards [GY] include two or more graves while single graves [G] are indicated
as such).

The following graveyards occur in the South Shaft 3 Project Area, namely (Figure 7;
Table 3):

6.2.2.1

Graveyard 01 (GY01)

GY01 is situated on the perimeter or in the South Shaft 3 Project Area. This small
graveyard contains three graves, one of a child. One of the remaining three
graves is fitted with a cement headstone with no inscription while the remaining
two graves are covered with stones.

GY01
GY02
GY03
GY04
G01
G02

GRAVEYARDS
Four graves
Approximately 15 graves located in V02
Approximately 30 graves located in V02
Two graves
Grave of a child
Grave of Molidishi Magore

COORDINATES
24º 41.792'S 30º 08.958'E
24º 42.814'S 30º 09.649'E
24º 42.710'S 30º 09.390'E
24º 42.668'S 30º 09.982'E
24º 42.912'S 30º 09.990'E
24º 42.604'S 30º 09.219'E

SIGNIFICANCE
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

Table 3- Coordinates for single graves and graveyards inside and outside
the South Shaft 3 Project Area on Winterveld 293KT (above).
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Figure 8- GY01 with four graves on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft
3 Project Area (above).

6.3

Stone tools

Scattered stone tools dating from all the periods of the Stone Age occur in
dongas which surround the South Shaft 3 Project Area. A part (or the tip) of one
of these dongas enters the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

The stone tools that were observed in this part of the donga primarily date from
the Middle Stone Age and include core and flake tools. The most common types
of tools include points, blades and various types of scrapers (Figures 9 & 10).
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Figures 9 & 10- Middle Stone Age tools, approximately 250 000 to 22 000
years old occur in large numbers in part of a donga extending into the
South Shaft 3 Project Area (above and below).
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6.3

Heritage resources outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area

Heritage resources outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area will not be affected by
the proposed new mining development project. These heritage resources
include:

6.3.1 Scattered homesteads and small villages

Homesteads as well as small villages are scattered all around the South Shaft 3
Project Area. These remains extend southwards from the mountain mass to
Pelaneng village in the south (Figures 2, & 4; Table 2).

6.3.2 Graves and graveyards

At least three graveyards and two single graves were observed outside the South
Shaft 3 Project Area, namely (Figures 2 & 7; Table 3):

6.3.2.1

Graveyard 02 (GY02)

GY02 is situated next to a dirt road running from the north along the foot of the
mountain mass to the South Shaft 3 Project Area. The graveyard is located near
a large upright boulder and contains approximately 15 graves of which four are
fitted with cement head stones. Inscriptions on these head stones read as follow:
•

Manare Mzimande

•

La Phakule Babele Nzimande

•

Elias Nzimande

•

Lapha Kulele, Mabengu Nzimande, Kuhlase
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Figures 11- GY02 is located near a large upright boulder and contains
approximately fifteen graves (above).

6.3.2.2

Graveyard 03 (GY03)

GY03 is located in Village 02 and contains at least 30 graves. Four of these
graves are fitted with cement head stones. The majority were edged with small
upright stones.

Inscriptions on the graves’ cement head stones read as follow:
•

Elizabeth Magashula Lehu 9-10-1976

•

Maroga Chresmas, 1949-03-18, 1960-10-09, Khutšo Motau Bakurethe ves
5

•

Maroga Matšetše, Frens, †1954

•

Mapanta Maroga, **1901-02-23, †1952-09-07, Motau
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Figure 12- GY03 in Village 02 contains at least thirty graves. The majority
are marked with heaps of stones (above).

6.3.2.3

Grave 01 (G01)

G01 belongs to a child which was buried in a homestead to the south of the
South Shaft 3 Project Area. The grave is edged with small upright standing
stones.

6.3.2.4

Grave 02 (G02)

This grave belongs to Molidishi Maroga and is located next to a dirt road to the
north of the South Shaft 3 South Shaft 3 Project Area. The grave is fitted with a
granite head stone with the following inscription:
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•

Molidishi Phillimon Magore, *05-07-1940, †11-11-1952, Rest in Peace,
Johanna 14:1

6.3.3 Scattered stone tools in dongas

A single massive donga runs from the north to the south on the valley floor
between the Leolo Mountains (in the west) and the mountain mass (to the east).
This donga as well as several other smaller dongas in this valley must contain
thousands of stone tools representing the various periods of the Stone Age.

Figure 13- The donga between the Leolo Mountains and a second mountain
mass where thousands of stone tools are located. The mountains
Badimong and Bodimo(background) probably served as burial places and
as places of worship for ancestral Pedi clans (above).
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7

THE SIGNIFICANCE, IMPACT ON AND MITIGATION OF THE
HERITAGE RESOURCES

The following types and ranges of heritage resources (as outlined in Section 3 of
the National Heritage Resources Act [No 25 of 1999]) were discovered in the
South Shaft 3 Project Area:
•

Scattered homesteads and small villages which date from the recent past.
These sites and features occur inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well
as across a large area outside this Project Area. A number of homesteads
within the confines of V01 will be affected and destroyed by the new mining
development project.

•

A number of single graves and small graveyards which are either located in
the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as outside this Project Area. GY01
occurs on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

•

Scatters of stone tools from various periods of the Stone Age in dongas
which occur inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area. A part (the
tip) of a donga with stone tools will be affected and destroyed by the new
mining development project.

The heritage resources in the South Shaft 3 Project Area may be affected by the
proposed new mining development project. The levels of significance of these
heritage resources and the magnitude of the impact of the development on these
heritage resources therefore have to be determined.

Mitigation measures for those heritage resources that may be affected by the
mining development also have to be determined.

7.1

The significance of the heritage resources

The levels of significance of the heritage resources that will be affected by the
proposed new development are the following:
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7.1.1 The significance of the homesteads and villages

A few homesteads within the confines of V01 will be affected and destroyed by the
new mining development project. The homesteads and villages date from the
recent past, probably from the last sixty years or a few decades longer. As such,
some of these remains qualify as historical significant remains as they are sixty
years or older. Section 34 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999)
protects all remains which are older than sixty years.

7.1.2 The significance of the graves and graveyards

All the graves and graveyards inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area
can be considered to be of high significance as all graves are protected by various
laws. Legislation with regard to graves includes the National Heritage Resources
Act (No 25 of 1999) whenever graves are older than sixty years. The act also
distinguishes various categories of graves and burial grounds. Other legislation
with regard to graves includes those which apply when graves are exhumed and
relocated, namely the Ordinance on Exhumations (No 12 of 1980) and the Human
Tissues Act (No 65 of 1983 as amended).

7.1.3 The significance of the scatters of stone tools

A part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and destroyed by the new mining
development project. This part of the donga contains stone tools which are
protected by Section 35 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999).

7.2

Mitigating the heritage resources

The following mitigation measures have to be applied to the heritage resources that
will be affected by the proposed new mining activities, namely:
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7.2.1 Mitigating the homesteads and villages

A few homesteads in V01 which are located in the South Shaft 3 Project Area will
be affected (destroyed) by the proposed new mining development project. These
remains may not be affected (altered, removed or demolished) by any
development project prior to a permit being issued by the Provincial Heritage
Resources Authority authorising such an impact on these remains. This impact,
although authorised, can also only occur after the homesteads have been
subjected to a Phase II archaeological investigation.

A Phase II archaeological investigation implies that the homesteads be subjected
to an investigation which provides for the documenting of this part of V01. This
investigation would entail the mapping of the homesteads within the boundaries
of the village.

The results of this Phase II investigation must be published in a report which will
be kept in the Provincial Heritage Resources Authority’s data bank.

7.2.2 Mitigating the graves and graveyards

GY01 occur on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area. This
graveyard may be accidentally affected (damaged or destroyed) by the proposed
new mining activities. It is recommended that this graveyard be mitigated by
following one of the following procedures:
•

The graveyard can be demarcated with a brick wall or with a fence.
Conserving the graveyard in situ creates the risk and responsibility that it
may be damaged (accidentally), that the mine remains responsible for its
future unaffected existence, maintenance and that controlled access must
exist for any relatives or friends who wish to visit the deceased.
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•

The graveyard can be exhumed and relocated. The exhumation of human
remains and the relocation of graveyards are regulated by various laws,
regulations and administrative procedures. This task is undertaken by
forensic archaeologists or by reputed undertakers who are acquainted
with all the administrative procedures and relevant legislation that have to
be adhered to whenever human remains are exhumed and relocated. This
process also includes social consultation with a 60 days statutory notice
period for graves older than sixty years. Permission for the exhumation
and relocation of human remains have to be obtained from the
descendants of the deceased (if known), the National Department of
Health, the Provincial Department of Health, the Premier of the Province
and the local police.

7.2.3 Mitigating the scatters of stone tools

The stone tools which occur in a part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and
destroyed by the new mining development project. A sample of these stone tools
must be collected and donated to a museum (such as the Lydenburg Museum)
before this part of the donga is demolished by the mining activities.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Phase I HIA study for the South Shaft 3 Project Area revealed the following
types and ranges of heritage resources as outlined in Section 3 of the National
Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999) inside and outside the South Shaft 3
Project Area, namely:
•

Scattered homesteads and small villages which date from the recent past.
These sites and features occur inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well
as across a large area outside this Project Area. A number of homesteads
within the confines of V01 will be affected and destroyed by the new mining
development project.

•

A number of single graves and small graveyards which are either located in
the South Shaft 3 Project Area as well as outside this Project Area. GY01
occurs on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area.

•

Scatters of stone tools from various periods of the Stone Age in dongas
which occur inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area. A part (the
tip) of a donga with stone tools will be affected and destroyed by the new
mining development project.

All the heritage resources inside and some of the heritage resources outside the
South Shaft 3 Project Area have been geo-referenced and mapped (Figures 2, 4 &
7; Tables 1-3).

The heritage resources in the South Shaft 3 Project Area may be affected by the
proposed new mining development project. The levels of significance of these
heritage resources and the magnitude of the impact of the development on these
heritage resources therefore have to be determined.

Mitigation measures for those heritage resources that may be affected by the
mining development also have to be determined.
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The levels of significance of the heritage resources that will be affected by the
proposed new development are the following:

A few homesteads within the confines of V01 will be affected and destroyed by the
new mining development project. The homesteads and villages date from the
recent past, probably from the last sixty years or a few decades longer. As such,
some of these remains qualify as historical significant remains as they are sixty
years or older. Section 34 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999)
protects all remains which are older than sixty years.

All the graves and graveyards inside and outside the South Shaft 3 Project Area
can be considered to be of high significance as all graves are protected by various
laws. Legislation with regard to graves includes the National Heritage Resources
Act (No 25 of 1999) whenever graves are older than sixty years. The act also
distinguishes various categories of graves and burial grounds. Other legislation
with regard to graves includes those which apply when graves are exhumed and
relocated, namely the Ordinance on Exhumations (No 12 of 1980) and the Human
Tissues Act (No 65 of 1983 as amended).

A part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and destroyed by the new mining
development project. This part of the donga contains stone tools which are
protected by Section 35 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 of 1999).

The following mitigation measures have to be applied to the heritage resources that
will be affected by the proposed new mining activities, namely:

A few homesteads in V01 which are located in the South Shaft 3 Project Area will
be affected (destroyed) by the proposed new mining development project. These
remains may not be affected (altered, removed or demolished) by any
development project prior to a permit being issued by the Provincial Heritage
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Resources Authority authorising such an impact on these remains. This impact,
although authorised, can also only occur after the homesteads have been
subjected to a Phase II archaeological investigation.

A Phase II archaeological investigation implies that the homesteads be subjected
to an investigation which provides for the documenting of this part of V01. This
investigation would entail the mapping of the homesteads within the boundaries
of the village.

The results of this Phase II investigation must be published in a report which will
be kept in the Provincial Heritage Resources Authority’s data bank.

GY01 occur on the perimeter or inside the South Shaft 3 Project Area. This
graveyard may be accidentally affected (damaged or destroyed) by the proposed
new mining activities. It is recommended that this graveyard be mitigated by
following one of the following procedures:
•

The graveyard can be demarcated with a brick wall or with a fence.
Conserving the graveyard in situ creates the risk and responsibility that it
may be damaged (accidentally) and that the mine remains responsible for
its future unaffected existence, maintenance and that controlled access
must exist for any relatives or friends who wish to visit the deceased.

•

The graveyard can be exhumed and relocated. The exhumation of human
remains and the relocation of graveyards are regulated by various laws,
regulations and administrative procedures. This task is undertaken by
forensic archaeologists or by reputed undertakers who are acquainted
with all the administrative procedures and relevant legislation that have to
be adhered to whenever human remains are exhumed and relocated. This
process also includes social consultation with a 60 days statutory notice
period for graves older than sixty years. Permission for the exhumation
and relocation of human remains have to be obtained from the
descendants of the deceased (if known), the National Department of
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Health, the Provincial Department of Health, the Premier of the Province
and the local police.

The stone tools which occur in a part (the tip) of a donga will be affected and
destroyed by the new mining development project. A sample of these stone tools
must be collected and donated to a museum (such as the Lydenburg Museum)
before this part of the donga is demolished by the mining activities.
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